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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Lunch is coming up



Noted Problems

Map Cracking

Kenilworth Rd./ US31
Prestressed Concrete Beams

Two Simple Spans (during pour)
Built 2009, Photo Taken 2017

US31/ Kern Rd.
Steel Plate Girders

Three Continuous Spans
Built 2012, Photo Taken 2017

0.6 mm crack
in bridge deck

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I got involved 2017Some bridge decks had various levels cracking shortly after pouringMulti-span prestressed and steel superstructuresObserved sporadic map cracking and transverse cracking over the piersAs far as I am aware, I have not heard of any real plastic shrinkage cracks in a bridge deck poured with E5 concrete. I’ll let Mike Nelson elaborate on the performance of E5 concrete.I’m going to focus on the structural concernsThe top mat longitudinal deck reinforcement over the piers was checked and they had been designed correctlyThis narrowed our focus to deck pour sequences



Continuous vs. Sequenced

1. Structurally - SAME
1. Single span bridge
2. Continuous RC slab bridge

2. Structurally – DIFFERENT
1. Simple spans, made continuous

Prestressed beam bridge
2. Continuous

Steel beam/plate girder

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When are we concerned about the bridge deck pour sequence?Single span and RC slabs behave the same regardless of the deck pour sequenceSingle spans only have a potential to induce positive moment into the bridge deck during the pourRC slabs are supported by falsework until curedSimple spans, made continuous behave differently depending on the deck pour sequencePS Beam Bridges (99%)Steel Beam Bridge (rare)Continuous spans also behave differently depending on the deck pour sequenceSteel/PL Girder Bridges



Sequenced Bridge Deck Pour
Simple Spans, Made Continuous

(Prestressed Concrete Beam Bridges)
During Pour (1 & 2)

MOMENT

DEFLECTION

1 123 3

Typical Pour Diagram
IDM Fig. 404-2F

Span 1 Span 2 Span 3

Pour 1 Pour 1Pour 2

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Sequenced bridge deck pour on PS beam bridgeConcrete is poured in the positive moment regions (pour 1 and 2)If the deck began to set-up during any of these pours, it would be in compression



Sequenced Bridge Deck Pour
Simple Spans, Made Continuous

(Prestressed Concrete Beam Bridges)
During Pour (3)

MOMENT

DEFLECTION

1 123 3

Typical Pour Diagram
IDM Fig. 404-2F

Span 1 Span 2 Span 3

Pour 3 Pour 3

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Then pour 3 occurs over the piers This is sometimes called a “closure pour” since it closes the gap between the beam endsThe beams remain in the same deflected shapeIf the deck began to set-up during any of these pours, it would be in compression



Continuous Bridge Deck Pour
Simple Spans, Made Continuous

(Prestressed Concrete Beam Bridges)
During Pour (50% Span 2)

MOMENT

DEFLECTION

Span 1 Span 2 Span 3

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Continuous bridge deck pour on PS beam bridgeWhen the screed (red arrow) arrives in half of the 2nd span:If the closure pour over the 1st interior support set-upThere would be a negative moment over the 1st interior supportIf the deck began to set-up in this area, it would be in tension and there would be a potential for structural cracks to occurThis condition could occur again when the screed arrived in the 3rd spanThis is why continuous deck pours for Simple Spans, Made Continuous must be reviewed by the EOR



Sequenced Bridge Deck Pour
Continuous Spans

(Steel Beam or Plate Girder Bridges)
During Pour (2)

MOMENT

DEFLECTION

1 32

Typical Pour Diagram
IDM Fig. 404-2G

Span 1 Span 2 Span 3

Pour 2Pour 1
Concrete in compression

OR
Allowed to cure to carry 

tension through reinforcing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Sequenced bridge deck pour on continuous steel beam/girder bridgeThe concrete is poured in the positive moment region 1stThen concrete is poured across the negative moment over the 1st interior supportThe 2nd pour stops before the negative moment region of the 2nd interior supportThe time between each pour sequence allows the concrete to mature before starting the next pourConcrete is either in compression or allowed to mature enough to carry tension through reinforcing steel



Continuous Bridge Deck Pour
Continuous Spans

(Steel Beam or Plate Girder Bridges)
During Pour (50% Span 2)

MOMENT

DEFLECTION

concrete deck
could be in
TENSION

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Continuous bridge deck pour on continuous steel beam/girder bridgeIf the concrete begins to set-up over a support while the screed is in an adjacent span, tension could be induced in the deckThen, structural cracks could occurThis is why continuous deck pours for continuous spans must be reviewed by the EOR



BDA 404-01
1. Create uniformity in the industry between EORs
2. Inform contractors, reduce surprises, reduce cost
3. EOR’s are responsible for review

https://www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/
standards/GIFE/SECTION%2029.pdf

https://www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/
standards/bridges/BDA.htm

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Special THANKS to Structures Committee: Mike McCool (BLN), Carl Tungate (Milestone), Mike Nelson (INDOT Materials), Pete White (INDOT Bridge Engineering) Several pros and cons to segmental and continuous bridge deck pours are listed in the BDAFor the sake of time, I will not list these pros and consPrior to BDA 404-01 EOR’s used different methods to analyze continuous bridge deck poursThis BDA provides a spreadsheet to ensure uniform analysis of continuous bridge deck pours from one EOR to anotherThis spreadsheet is available on public websiteContractors can use the spreadsheet prior to bidding on the projectBDA directs EORs to include plan notes indicating whether a continuous bridge deck pour is achievable with a reasonable pour rateCLICKThis BDA is only applicable for Prestressed Beam Superstructures. The team is working to develop similar guidance for Steel Girder Superstructures.CLICKIf the Contractor wants to change the pour sequence, they must follow the Shop Drawing and Falsework Review ProcedureCLICKThe EOR is responsible for bridge deck pour reviewsCLICKThere is a link to the spreadsheet and an example using the sample bridge plansDISCLAIMER: This spreadsheet is a tool provided to EOR & it does not relieve the EOR of their responsibility

https://www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/standards/GIFE/SECTION%2029.pdf
https://www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/standards/bridges/BDA.htm


BDA 404-01 Spreadsheet
Purpose: Determine if a continuous bridge deck pour is possible under a set of 
criteria that aims to minimize the likelihood of excessive early deck cracking

Acceptance Criteria: Time to pour each span < 3.5 hr. concrete set time

Span 1 Span 2 Span 3

Time to Pour Span 1 < 3.5 hr.

DISCLAIMER: This spreadsheet is a tool provided to EOR & it does not relieve the EOR of their responsibility

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This tool was created to help engineers determine if a continuous bridge deck pour is possible under a set of criteria that aims to minimize the likelihood of excessive early deck crackingThe continuous pour is acceptable if the time to pour each span < 3.5 hr. concrete set timePlease use 3.5 hr. concrete set time unless INDOT directs you otherwisePlease use 3.5 hr. concrete set time regardless if E5 is in the concrete“Each Span” is defined like thisCLICKTime to pour span 1



BDA 404-01 Spreadsheet
Purpose: Determine if a continuous bridge deck pour is possible under a set of 
criteria that aims to minimize the likelihood of excessive early deck cracking

Acceptance Criteria: Time to pour each span < 3.5 hr. concrete set time

Span 1 Span 2 Span 3

Time to Pour Span 1 < 3.5 hr. Time to Pour Span 2 < 3.5 hr.

DISCLAIMER: This spreadsheet is a tool provided to EOR & it does not relieve the EOR of their responsibility

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Time to pour span 2



BDA 404-01 Spreadsheet
Purpose: Determine if a continuous bridge deck pour is possible under a set of 
criteria that aims to minimize the likelihood of excessive early deck cracking

Acceptance Criteria: Time to pour each span < 3.5 hr. concrete set time

Span 1 Span 2 Span 3

Time to Pour Span 1 < 3.5 hr. Time to Pour Span 2 < 3.5 hr. Time to Pour Span 3 < 3.5 hr.

DISCLAIMER: This spreadsheet is a tool provided to EOR & it does not relieve the EOR of their responsibility

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Time to pour span 3



BDA 404-01 Spreadsheet

STAGE 3 
SUBMITTAL

POST
LETTING

DISCLAIMER: This spreadsheet is a tool provided to EOR & it does not relieve the EOR of their responsibility

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We intend this spreadsheet to be used at least once in a project timelinePotentially twice in a project timelineFIRST at STG3 submittalPotentially after letting



BDA 404-01 Spreadsheet
PRIOR TO LETTING
1. Assume pour rate = 80 CYS/Hr.
2. If time to pour each span < 3.5 hr.
3. Then determine the minimum pour rate needed to pour each span < 3.5 hr.
4. And include the note below on the deck pour sequence plan sheet at STG3 

submittal (still show the sequenced bridge deck pour)

Where “X”= minimum pour rate to pour each span < 3.5 hr.

STAGE 3 
SUBMITTAL

DISCLAIMER: This spreadsheet is a tool provided to EOR & it does not relieve the EOR of their responsibility

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AT STG 3 SUBMITTALInput your bridge geometry into the spreadsheetAssume pour rate = 80 CYS/hr.80 CYS/hr. was determined to be the pour rate at that is most likely achievable with a single pump truckGreater than this could require multiple pump trucks pouring the same span.If the spreadsheet indicates the time to pour each span < 3.5 hr.Change the assumed pour rate to determine the minimum pour rate required to pour each span < 3.5 hr.Include the note shown on plans indicating the minimum pour rate required for a continuous bridge deck pourStill include the sequenced bridge deck pour diagramThe continuous bridge deck pour is an approved alternative method to pour the bridge deck



BDA 404-01 Spreadsheet
PRIOR TO LETTING (STG3 SUBMITTAL)
1. Assume pour rate = 80 CYS/Hr.
2. If time to pour each span > 3.5 hr.
3. Then include the note below on the deck pour sequence plan sheet at STG3 

submittal (still show the sequenced bridge deck pour)

STAGE 3 
SUBMITTAL

DISCLAIMER: This spreadsheet is a tool provided to EOR & it does not relieve the EOR of their responsibility

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If the time to pour each span > 3.5 hr.Include the note shown on the plans indicating a pour rate greater than 80 CYS/hr is required and not likely feasibleCLICKIf the Contractor wants to pour continuously, they must follow the Shop Drawing and Falsework Review Procedure



BDA 404-01 Spreadsheet
POST LETTING
1. If Contractor submits a different pour sequence
2. Use Contractor’s planned deck pour sequence

• If time to pour each span < 3.5 hr.  recommend approval
• If time to pour each span > 3.5 hr.  recommend reject

POST
LETTING

DISCLAIMER: This spreadsheet is a tool provided to EOR & it does not relieve the EOR of their responsibility

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ANYTIME AFTER LETTINGIf the Contractor wants to pour continuously, they must follow the Shop Drawing and Falsework Review ProcedureThe EOR can input the Contractor’s planned bridge deck pour sequence parametersIf the time to pour each span < 3.5 hr. we recommend approval.Otherwise, we recommend rejecting the request.



BDA 404-01 Spreadsheet
CLOSING REMARKS
• BDA only for prestressed concrete girder superstructure bridge deck pours
• First tab contains important notes and assumptions 
[ PLEASE READ BEFORE USING]
• Spreadsheet is locked and password protected. The password is provided on the 

first tab
• All calculations are provided on the 3rd tab – can be printed for rechecking

DISCLAIMER: This spreadsheet is a tool provided to EOR & it does not relieve the EOR of their responsibility

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CLOSING REMARKSBDA is only intended to be used for the analysis of continuous bridge deck pours on prestressed concrete girdersPlease read the first tab of the spreadsheet before using itThe password to unlock the spreadsheet is providedCalculations are provided and should be easily printed for rechecking purposes



Questions

If questions come up after this presentation, please email BridgeDesignOffice@indot.in.gov
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